Common Dreams Explained
By Melody Paasch

Introduction
We all have dreams that elude us at one time or another, and most of
us have dreams that are common to all humans in specific cultures.
These dreams usually depict a process that our subconscious may be
working through. However, I believe that Creator can and does speak
through any and all opportunities and dreams are indeed, one of His
favorite. This small booklet is to give you some ideas about what these
common dreams might mean to you. Be aware that there is never a definitive meaning of an element in every dream in which it appears, but
this will give you a good simple place to begin. As in everything else,
there is no stock answer with Creator God. Otherwise, we would have
no need to be in dependence upon Him for greater revelation of what
He gives us. Happy dreaming!!!! Please join us for more information
and services on www.nowinterpretthis.org and www.melodypaasch.com.

The Dream You Are At the Airport
You are either "waiting" to go somewhere or you just "arrived". You
may be in a "holding" pattern. You could also be waiting to "receive"
someone or something, coming into your sphere. What you are waiting for may be coming in by a large system. It may be carrying great
weight and certain impact. It could be a wave or move of something
Creator is offering, that you will not want to miss. Be patient and clarity will come. Stay alert to your surroundings and be ready for whatever action is required. Ask Creator what is necessary to be prepared to
leave, arrive or receive. This is most certainly an important moment.

The Dream That You Are Flying
When you are flying in a dream or teaching someone to fly in a dream,
it means that you freely operate in what you are gifted for. This will
feel like having "complete" freedom in life and like you are on top of
your game, so to speak. That you are "above" your circumstances in
other words. You will usually wake feeling joy, well-being and a sense
of great peace. Creator is telling you that you WILL SOON or ALREADY ARE flowing in your gifts and talents! Congratulations!
The Dream That You Are Unclothed In Public
You are visible to those around you and you are "completely exposed."
This is about transparency. "All" of you is visible. In other words, you
cannot hide your thoughts, feelings or emotions. They are right out
there for everyone to observe, be that good or bad. The up side is that
your heart of hearts is clearly seen. The down side is that impure motives may be uncovered or revealed, as well. Look closely to see if you
may need to act in humility to resolve issues where your inward
thoughts and beliefs are showing. Your private "stuff is out there,” and
it’s all public. Whatever is in you will be on display. On the other
hand, when correct or pure motives of the heart are exposed, restitution can come bringing healing in the end. Your integrity can shine before those around you.
The Dream You Are in School Again
You are entering an arena of advancement, and it will take you learning a new skill. Or you have "failed" to learn an important lesson in
life, and you have arrived "again" at the missed level of education. It
could be in relationships, your occupation, or responsiveness to conflict. Any area where you have a deficit in what you are called to do.
Creator is good to show us where we are impaired, to get us to our intended success. Ask Him how to respond, to make sure that you gain
the knowledge and wisdom you need for this promotion in life.

The Dream You are Losing Your Hair
Save the money you plan to spend on the Rogaine Growth Stimulants.
Hair is a covering over your mind. Yes, it can be a woman's glory, and
can represent "shame" when lost, but it is also indicative of your paradigms or mindsets. Thus, losing hair is often making way for new
mindsets and thought processes. Get ready to think in a "new" way
and be surprised at your responses!
The Dream You Are Being Chased
This is usually what we call a "411" (information call) to let you know
that something is "hounding" you. You CAN'T get away from it! It
could be an unpleasant situation, a controlling relationship or a repetitive pattern in your family line. The good news is, if you "turn and
face" what chases you it loses it's power to "overcome" you. Check
your life to see if in the landscape there is something "hounding," or
gnawing at you. This is the place you can find that aggressive culprit
hiding. Ask Creator for the best way to "deal" with it once and for all.
The Dream Where You Are Falling
This is a good indication that "some" area of your life is COMPLETELY
OUT OF CONTROL!!!!! You may need to respond by altering some
situations around you by:
1) Setting new and healthier boundaries.
2) Getting to a geographically "safer" place.
3) Shifting from an "overly active" agenda.
4) Pulling out of an "overwhelming" obligation.
5) Focusing more on "priority" goals.
6) Gently "bowing out" of an activity you were not equipped for.
In all these things, do not forget to give yourself some grace. Above
all, don't forget to "inhale" and "exhale" slowly and deeply.

Are You Dreaming About Tiny People or Tiny Sized Babies?
This is likely a reference to yourself or people around you, with some
form of "stunted" growth. In other words, their psychological or emotional stature is not completely developed. This might also mean that
good "character" may be lacking in some areas, as well. Areas of
stunted growth in our lives tend to shut down specific avenues of our
development, forward motion and sometimes our success. The places
of under-development in our lives can often look like a dwarf in our
dreams. What are these representations operating in? What are the
character or emotion they carry in your dream? This is your clue as to
what is in need of growth in you and or your sphere of influence.
Are You Losing Your Teeth?
If you are losing your teeth in a dream, it may be because you're having trouble processing information. You have a deficient capacity for
"chewing things up" so to speak. Maybe you are not ready to assimilate in some areas. The result of rejecting the necessity to work
through specific issues is the loss of stability and wisdom. You may
lack wisdom and understanding in some situation or situations. Ask
Creator in what areas you are missing understanding and ask Him to
help you comprehend the issues at hand.
Your Teeth Are Breaking Apart
If your teeth are chipping or breaking apart, there is most likely a
break down in your ability to process perceived conflict or disapproval
in relationship with Creator, others and or yourself. This may be a notice that you are emotionally brittle and uncertain of your ability to
cope.

Are You Pregnant or Have A Baby?
Babies in dreams usually represent a "new thing." It could be a new vision or endeavor. It might be a new business or structure of some
sort. You may be needing to birth something new! Or you may have
the responsibility of caring for something new. Of course, a baby in a
dream can also be a baby in the natural at times. You may also find
yourself caring for someone else’s baby or child. This may be a situation where you are called to or have been handling the responsibility of
another person’s vision, dream or endeavor.
Are You In Your Childhood Home?
Being in your childhood home almost always represents you being affected by something from your past. Something that may have been
set or established in your emotions or psyche as a child. Your childhood home can also relate to generational and family line issues, be
that positive or negative. Your family homestead is usually a depiction
of your family “land” or bloodline. Creator often references a generational line as land or territory.
Are You In The Bathroom or Using The Bathroom?
Bathrooms represent the place of elimination and often of cleansing
and deliverance. If you need to urinate urgently, you may simply need
a "release" in something. If you need to have a bowel movement,
well that's a different story. You may need some real time deliverance
in some areas of your life. If you find yourself defecating on furniture
or in inappropriate places, you are probably spewing your negative issues all over everything and most likely everyone, who doesn’t necessarily deserve it.

Are You With Your Ex?
If you are dreaming about a former romantic relationship, it is often
depicting an area where you had come into agreement or covenant
with something in your past. Be that a positive or negative issue. It
does not necessarily represent your ex. Sometimes the use of a specific
ex can also be about their character, or the meaning of their name.
What do they represent to you? Think to yourself, “What the first impression that comes to mind when someone mentions their name?”
They very frequently convey a message about something that is “trying" to regain your affection, agreement or approval. Be wary!
Your Mate Is Cheating On You
To dream about a significant other cheating on you is the unearthing
of a deep seated fear that someone close to you would betray you or
deceive you. It can be a debilitating concern or expectation that you
will one day be wronged, and then be left alone or left behind. This
fear of abandonment can also force your own hand in the way you allow others to approach or become emotionally close to you. On the
flip side, the feeling of being betrayed can depict the fear of disloyalty
in relationships, that are not healthily guarded and maintained.
A Heavy Weight Or Anvil Upon Your Chest
The experience that a very heavy weight sits upon you or your chest
constricting your breathing can be experienced in your dreams, or in
your waking state. It represents an area that you perceive an inability
to escape from. Not only is it a perceived weight, much too heavy to
move under, but it can give you a feeling of inadequacy in strength to
recover from. It cuts off your breath, which is a necessary life force,
and it steals your ability to “cry out.” This will represent a tightly limiting situation in your life that you have no idea how to get out from
under.

You Have No Voice
Dreaming that you are in the middle of dire straits circumstances that
you have no voice in and power against, is a very common dream. It
represents those moments of feeling emotionally helpless in your
character, where you lack empowerment and strength to mark your
place of authority. This is your 411 (information call) that you lack a
voice or confident belief system that your opposition is successfully
impaired by. You may want to look deep inside to find the root of this
deficit. Ask for greater understanding of who you were created to be
and posture yourself against all odds, in the strength that Creator intended for you. Your voice or your “message” is your frequency and
expresses the essence of who you are.
Being Without Your Shoes
Dreams where you are without your shoes often depict situations
where you ARE not or DO not, consider yourself prepared or ready for
a task or assignment at hand. It might relate to an area of expertise
within you that Creator desires to use for His purpose, but that you
feel you are unprepared or unequipped to fulfill. To be without shoes
can also represent an unprotected path. One that is not for you, or that
you have no responsibility for.
Backpacking
When you dream that you are backpacking, it might relate to your
ability to carry what has been given you. What is in your backpack
may also connect to what others may have need of. Thus, a form of
distribution in your call or destiny. It may depict your gifts or the call
on your life. It could also represent the inability to release negative influences from your past. Those negative influences could be woundings or trauma. Some, possibly suffered through false perception
when projecting unreasonable expectations onto others; or even

factual issues of conflict in close relationships. Those relationships
might be with family, friends and even Creator Himself.
Gardening
When you are gardening in a dream, it often represents nurturing
those who are trying to germinate, grow and put down roots. Those
who are still young in some area, and need to grow strong in character
and emotional stature to fulfill their call or destiny. They may be at
any formative level, but they need support to shoot up and be a strong
plant that bears fruit. If one has a propensity for false responsibility, it
may also show situations where one might tend to fall into areas of codependence.
Cooking
Cooking usually denotes the call that one may have to teach, or to train
a younger sphere of influence in something that they need. It reflects
the action of feeding or nourishing a family, community or the masses,
in a spiritual, emotional or physical capacity. It is aiding in the maturing of those who are hungry and thirsty for knowledge or truth, often
about spiritual understanding. Feeding the hungry, in other words.
Losing Your Vehicle
Always consider the type of vehicle first. Is it the vehicle you currently
drive? If so, it is most likely about the moment you are currently walking out. Your vehicle is also a clue to your occupation or call. As well
as that, it can represent what you do naturally and how you use that
tool or gift to benefit others. Like your intrinsic attributes that affect
the lives of those around you. The loss of your vehicle or forgetting
where you parked is going to depict the fact that you have not yet
found your true call, or that you are not yet stable in your acceptance
of what you are designed to be or do.

Cannot Find Your Place Or Your Home
This scenario is very similar to losing your vehicle. Your house or
home is going to often point to your life, your existence or your family
line (name and representation or meaning). A house may relate to
your family name, as the origin of one’s name may date back many
centuries and may have originally been stated as, “House of Johnson.”
It’s much like needing to find your roots. It is naturally going to connect to your family generational line.
There may be some confusion about who your family is or what the
family unit as a whole, was created or designed to fulfill. This is going
to be a good time to research the meaning of any names that appear in
these dreams. The meaning of given names often show other characteristics of the dreamer. In this case, every character in the dream may
actually represent attributes of the dreamer.
The Awareness Of Unfinished Business
It may be that you retired or exited some situation before the appointed time. Some needed element may not have been developed before
you left or bowed out. Something may now be missing in your current
life situation and framework, because a necessary task was not fully
accomplished. This is the time to seek Creator about that missing
piece and ask Him to monetize time, by multiplying the creative maturity in the spirit realm to get you back to ground zero, so that you can
move forward.
You Are Always Late Or Nearly Tardy
Your fear of always being tardy is usually a sign that you consistently
feel behind in some areas of life. It may be that you are inadvertently
resisting needed action that would initiate advancement. There may
be a fear of moving forward or of being revealed. Maybe you are without the correct education or instruction to fulfill the necessary task, so

you are convinced that you are disqualified. You might also be afraid
to move to the next level of opportunity in your life because you feel
inadequate, consequentially.
Newly Married, But the Union Is Never Consummated
If you dream that you are newly married, but cannot seem to consummate the union you’ve chosen; it is most likely an issue that you
are still not completely confident in or sold on your decision. You may
be having second thoughts about some choice made, or maybe you feel
that you rushed into something without calculating all the consequences. The consummation is going to represent the legal agreement
of a covenant or agreed upon term. If the marriage is never consummated in the dream, then it could be that the agreement is never actually legalized in the spirit realm. This may be the “good” news!

For a deeper understanding, please visit us at
www.nowinterpretthis.org

